
  
 
 
 

 

Call for Submissions 
 

Eurasiatique Vol. XI - Identity and Place: A Discussion of Borders, Transformation, Histories, and 

Movements  

In collaboration with the CERES Graduate Student Union, the theme of this year’s journal will be 

Identity and Place: A Discussion of Borders, Transformation, Histories, and Movements. As we witness large-

scale migrations of peoples, ongoing tensions from unresolved conflicts, and contestations over borders, we 

begin to examine how historical and contemporary territorial disputes have shaped and transformed social, 

national, and political identities. The Russian invasion of Ukraine, in tandem with other conflicts, has brought 

significant visibility to the intertwining relationship between identity and place. We have observed how states 

and institutions attempt to define this relationship alongside or in opposition to the self-identification of 

populations, as well as how this has contributed to movements across and transformations of borders. We 

invite the participation of all graduate students who are interested in critical examinations of identity and place 

in the regions we broadly term Europe, Russia, and Eurasia. 

 The journal encourages submissions from all disciplines within the social sciences and humanities. 

The editorial board will be working closely with contributors to ensure that the articles, interviews, policy 

commentaries, and book reviews reach their full potential by publication.  

    Types of Submissions 

Articles  
Article submissions can come from coursework done at CERES or during prior studies. Along with your 

paper, please submit a 300-word abstract. If applicable, specify in the abstract if there are images in your 

article. The submissions must meet the following guidelines:  

 

 

   The paper must not exceed 25 pages, including footnotes/endnotes (Chicago Style) 

   It must include the full bibliography  

   Submissions must be a Microsoft Word document  

 

Book Reviews  
We welcome book review submissions on academic works that were published no earlier than 2017. If you 

find a work that was published earlier, please justify why in your proposal. You do not need to have read the 

book before you submit your proposed review. Reviews should be approximately 3-4 pages in length, with 

your proposal not exceeding 150 words. Please include the following in your proposal:  

 

 

 Full book citation (Chicago style)  

 Why the book merits a review  

 How the book relates to the theme of this year’s journal.  

 Submissions must be a Microsoft Word document  

 

 

 



  
 
 
 
 

Policy Commentaries 
 

Policy Commentaries should be short 5-10 page pieces that focus on a single policy issue. The paper’s goal 

should be to review the issue, discuss the opinions of each party/state involved, discuss the challenges such a 

policy might face, and finally provide solutions and recommendations towards solving said issue. Your Policy 

Commentary proposal should be no more than 200 words and include: 

  

 How this policy issue relates to theme of this year’s journal  

 It must include the full bibliography (Chicago Style) 

 Submissions must be a Microsoft Word document  

 

 

Interviews  
Interviews are the newest addition to Eurasiatique. We are looking for interviewees both in and out of 

Academia whose interests are aligned with this year’s theme. We ask that you keep the length of your 

interview between 4 to 8 individual questions, although we can accommodate more free-flow or conversational 

styles. You do not need to have conducted the interview before you submit your proposal, so long as you are 

reasonably sure that your selected interviewee will be available. Your interview proposal should include the 

following and be no longer than 250 words:  

 

 

  A short profile of the person you intend on interviewing  

  What makes them interesting perspective for the year’s theme 

  Submissions must be a Microsoft Word document  

 
You may submit multiple proposals for book reviews, interviews, and articles; however, only one will be 

selected by the board.  

 

All submissions need to conform to Chicago citation style. PDF submissions will NOT be accepted. 

Please send your submissions to eurasiatique2023@gmail.com by 11:59 Eastern Standard Time (Toronto 

Time) on Monday, January 16th 2023. 
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